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Issue Note
This issue is pretty much taken over by the 100th anniversary of the Royal Australian Survey Corps
celebrations in Canberra.
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100th Anniversary Canberra Celebrations
At the Australian War Memorial
it was cold but otherwise calm as over 150 ex members and partners/family assembled for a
wreathlaying ceremony in recognition of the service and sacrifice of members of the Royal
Australian Survey Corps over the 81 years it existed. The ceremony commenced with a welcome by
Dr Brendan Nelson, the Director of the Australian War Memorial who briefly noted the 100th
anniversary of the commencement of the Corps and our contribution to Australia and Australia's
defence.
His Excellency General the Honourable Sir Peter Cosgrove AK MC (Ret’d), Governor-General of the
Commonwealth of Australia, followed Dr Nelson with his commemorative address. The Governor
General touched on many aspects of the history of the Corps and the critical nature of what we did
in war and peace. He also noted a few examples of his first hand operational knowledge and
experience with our products and the fact he had visited one of our operations in the Halmahera
Islands (Op Pattimura) in his earlier Army days.
Wreaths were laid by The Governor General and Lady Cosgrove, BRIG Finney on behalf of Chief of
Army, our two surviving Directors – Don Swiney and Simon Lemon, and also by Greg Ledwidge from
Surveying and Spatial Sciences institute on behalf of all surveyors.
The Canberra Brass Quintet and the Australian Rugby Choir helped to make the occasion a most
memorable event with their version of the Corps marching tune - Wandering the Kings Highway.

Don Swiney and Simon Lemon laying the Survey Corps wreath
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Over 150 attendees at the wreath laying ceremony

Governor General's address

Charlie Watson & Dave McLachlan

Survey Corps wreath
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At the National Library of Australia
After lunch for the reception and map display. The map display was generously supported by the
National Library who provided the rooms for the event. The reception was sponsored by The
Institution of Surveyors NSW, the Seniors Group and the Cumberland Group of surveyors NSW as well
as the Institution of Surveyors VIC and the Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute. This sponsorship
enabled members to enjoy a glass of wine and some savoury tartlets prior to entering the map
display room.
The Curator of Maps at the library, Dr Martin Woods, welcomed everyone to the event and gave a
brief introduction detailing the importance of the contribution of RASvy to their overall map
holdings.
Approximately 80 maps had been selected for display covering the period from shortly before the
formation of the Survey Corps to just prior to the amalgamation with RAE. The “Faces of the
Corps” images produced by John Mobbs were rear projected onto a large screen at the end of the
exhibition room.

General layout of half the room prior to opening

Dr Gary Hunter telling Dr Martin Woods all about it prior to entering the map room
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John Bullen and Martin Woods discuss heavy matters

Entering the map display room
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The big screen was popular

At the Lobby Restaurant
To finish off the day - warm and pretty snug with 136 people attending our final event at the Lobby
restaurant. After the main course the guest speaker, Dr Chris Clark, highlighted the genesis of the
Corps as being the Boer War. He explained that as a result of this disastrous campaign, military
planners became more aware of the critical requirement for accurate and up to date mapping for
all military operations. Accordingly, the fledgeling Australian government took notice, realised the
almost total lack of national mapping coverage and established the Survey Corps as a means of
addressing the problem.
During the evening “Faces of the Corps” was screened on two TV sets and proved to be very
popular.
Neil Taylor made a very generous donation of five bottles of Royal Australian Survey Corps 70 th
Anniversary Liqueur Muscat on the night and four of these were given away as a door prize. With
133 names in the hat, surprisingly Peter Bates-Brownsword's name was selected twice! Peter
subsequently donated the contents to the attendees. The fifth bottle was presented to Chris Clark
along with a bottle of Shiraz in appreciation for sharing the 100 th anniversary evening with us. This
bottle was also consumed in situ...
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Mingling before the entree

Still mingling
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Charlie Watson holds court

Dr Chris Clark delivers his talk
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Faces of the Corps – Follow up
From John Mobbs

John Mobbs has completed a sweep of all images produced for the project. The number of faces he
confidently identified amounted to 905.
Whilst this total is close to his earlier estimate of “over 1000” there are still many photos (more
than an additional 100 faces) where:
• names are present on the photo (like parade photos or unit photos) but are not decipherable
even under magnification; or
• the subject may be one of several with that name (even both surname and christian name);
or
• the photos are from an earlier era but with no annotation of who the subjects are.
John notes that if other members were to repeat the exercise, many more identifications would be
possible, due to different ranges of units and contacts.
Building on what he has already produced, John has again volunteered to update and build on the
existing “faces” file. Members are encouraged to provide further photos as a means of filling the
many gaps that we have in our records.

Opening of Museum of Military Engineering Holsworthy
From the RAEME Association website
The military museum which was formally accommodated at the School of Military Engineering (SME)
Moorebank, has been relocated to the Military Barracks Holsworthy.
The official opening occurred on Friday, 26 Jun 2015, by MAJ GEN Stephen Day, DSC who is currently
the most senior serving Sapper.
The museum will be open to the Public, from 7 July 2015 on Tuesdays and Thursdays, plus the 1st
and 3rd Saturdays of each month. The hours will be from 10am to 3pm, with organised group tours
being available. There will be arrangements to suit the current security situation, to enable visitors
to visit the museum, escorted by museum staff.
Individuals or groups wishing to tour the museum should phone: 8782 8822.
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Survey Badge Unearthed During Weston's Bob Wells
Bridge work
From the Cessnock Advertiser Article by Jessica Willard Sept. 10, 2014, 9:14 a.m.

PIECE OF HISTORY: Scott Cleveland with the badge that was found under Bob Wells Bridge (see close-up
below).

They weren’t digging for treasure but workers did stumble upon something unique while completing
the restoration of Weston’s Bob Wells Bridge.
A Royal Australia Army Survey Corps badge has been unearthed from underneath the bridge on
Fourth Street, believed to date back to World War I.
Its finder, Scott Cleveland, said that he was working on the restoration of the bridges timber pylons
when he spotted the badge.
“I was digging away in the mud and it just kind of showed up,” he said.
“I took it back and cleaned it up.
“It is definitely a first for me to find something like this.”
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A Royal Australia Army Survey Corps badge has been unearthed from underneath the bridge on Fourth Street,
believed to date back to World War I.

The Royal Australian Survey Corps was formed in July 1915 and disbanded in July 1996 and was
responsible for providing maps, charts and to control survey data required for land combat
operations.
Mr. Cleveland said that because of where the badge was placed, he believes it might have belonged
to someone originally associated with its construction. He also thinks it might at some point been
attached to something, such as a plaque.
Do you know more? Contact Jessica Willard at the Advertiser on 4990 1244 or email jessica.
willard@fairfaxmedia.com.au.
Bob Wells Bridge was reopened in September 2014.
From Peter Jensen
Cessnock and Singleton 1 miles were published before 1929 and were probably Svy Corps. Singleton
1 mile map - first edition was surveyed 1924 and published 1927. The topographers would then have
been Svy Sect RAE but obviously could have had/worn Aust Svy Corps badges. Also know that Svy
Corps triangulation was done through that part of NSW in 1930s to create the eastern states
network. 2 Fd Svy Coy RAE was raised at Dungog in 1940 and absorbed the Aust Svy Corps 2 Svy Sect
based in Sydney and Fd Svy Unit RAE. There would have been Svy Corps people through the area.
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Vale
KENNETH RAYMOND SHAW (Update)
VX98126 / VP31993 / 31093 Kenneth Raymond Shaw passed away on Tuesday 21st April at the
Peninsula Village Aged Care Complex, Umina. Ken served from 17-Jul-45 to 03-Aug-78.
From William Boyd OAM

A service of thanksgiving and celebration of the life, love and friendship of Kenneth Raymond Shaw
was held in The Peninsula Village Chapel at Umina Beach on the Central Coast of NSW on the 15th of
May. Ken would be well known as the SSM to many ex-students of the School of Military Survey at
Balcombe. Those who were streamed to the regiment from Balcombe or Bonegilla in the years after
he was promoted to WO1 and appointed as the SSM of Cartographic Squadron, would remember him
in that position or as WO1 IC Proving and post commissioning, in that same role, before being posted
to various positions including PNG, Singapore and the office of the SO1 Survey in Sydney. There
would be very few who would remember him before the above times.
Ken’s military career started a month or so before the surrender of the Japanese forces in WW2. He
was a digger in an infantry battalion. After the surrender, Ken’s battalion was, amongst other
duties, responsible for the security of a Japanese POW camp. He remained in the army after the
war and transferred to Survey Corps. He was initially sent to Bendigo. Ken told some amusing and
not so amusing stories about his transition from Infantry to Survey. The Shaw family was much
larger than Ken, Nance and their three offspring, Alan, Daryl and Sue. While Ken could be a bristling
sergeant major when the occasion demanded, he took very seriously his responsibility to ensure the
wellbeing of the troops in his care. The esteem, in which he was held by his troops, is exemplified
by the fact that Ken was the stand in father of many young ladies with whom he worked. He walked
them down the aisle on their wedding day. Likewise he attended the weddings of many young men
as an honoured guest. Troubled young Diggers were kept on the straight and narrow through his
good counsel. Oh yes and to top it all off, he certainly knew how to make maps and how to teach
others to do so.
Ken’s family did Ken and Nance proud on the day of Ken’s memorial service, with songs and stories
that lovingly, laughingly and at times tearily celebrated both of their lives. Friends and relatives
from near and far and from the many facets of Ken’s and Nance’s lives attended and joined the
family in their celebration. Five friends from the corps attended.

